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Dear Reader,

Building a fruitful professional career requires many 
ingredients. It is not all about degrees, certifications, 
technical trainings, and the scramble to get into the 
highest ranks… there is more to it. It is a fine blend of 
hobbies, talents, and interpersonal skills apart from 
the set professional charter, which play a vital role 
in one’s overall growth. The question here is how 
often we get opportunities to showcase our talent 
amidst this professional frenzy? Or, do we get an 
opportunity at all?

At Cybage, employee connect is woven into its 
corporate fabric. Cybagians are given numerous 
platforms to broaden their horizon and improve their 
overall personality. In fulfillment of varying individual 
interests, various events, some competitive and some 
all-inclusive, are organized round-the-clock. In the 
recent times, we celebrated the technical prowess 
of Cybagians brought forth at techno-fest; hosted 
an indoor Inter-IT, TT tournament, which was a big 
hit; and an impromptu cooking competition during 
Femme Week, which brought out the culinary skills 
of Mr. Chefs. Also, it was heartening to see Cybagians 
dance with élan during ballroom dance session.              

Packed in this issue are some interesting pieces that 
our readers are eagerly awaiting: Distilled wisdom 
of our CEO, a very insightful interview with our 
esteemed customer, success stories from the senior 
management, and a lot more.

Happy Reading!

Editor’s Note 
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In the Solomon Islands in the South Pacific, some villagers 
practice a unique form of logging. If a tree is too large to 
be felled with an ax, the natives cut it down by yelling at it. 
Woodsmen with special powers creep up on a tree at dawn and 
suddenly scream at it at the top of their lungs. They continue 
this for thirty days. The tree dies and falls over. The theory is 
that the hollering kills the spirit of the tree. According to the 
villagers, this practice always works. 

Naïve villagers! Screaming at trees, indeed! Rational minds 
like ours can’t relate to such primitive beliefs. We never yell 
at trees. We only yell at humans. That too, selectively. We yell 
only at those we can get away yelling at. At work place, it is 
generally the subordinates. At home? Well, the equation varies 
depending on who wears the pants.  

Regardless of the venue, one thing is for sure; the noble art of 
venting out has nicely evolved with times. The new-age yellers 
have a heart of gold, one that doesn’t carry any grudges. Once 
done with the yelling part, we are back to normal in a jiffy. Like 
a soda bottle. A few moments of escaping fizz, and then back 
to peaceful waters. And all is well that ends in peace, isn’t it?   

Except one hitch. For every roaring golden heart, there is 
someone at the receiving side who has a fragile heart. And 
each time the two soda bottles violently click, the recipient’s 
cork also loosens a bit. Difference—the recipient’s fizz carries 
more than ‘anger’; it is a cocktail of human emotions oscillating 
between humiliation, helplessness, and sadness. And as 
that human ‘spirit’ keeps losing fizz, the soda keeps getting 

flatter—useless and tasteless. Unfortunately, many of us in the 
senior positions—preoccupied with our own stresses—grossly 
underestimate our thundering power to deflate the spirits of 
our subordinates.  

It’s important to remember that poor attitude and complacency 
are not the only primary reasons for the inefficiencies of a 
subordinate. As the popular saying goes, ‘treat the cause, not 
the symptom.’ The person being yelled at might be just a poor 
victim of adverse external influences such as wrong instructions 
(inadequate processes), insufficient mentoring (poor grooming), 
substandard IQ (hiring mistake), low morale (cultural vacuum), 
expectation gap (wrong promotion), role mismatch (allocation 
goof-up). A simple diagnosis would reveal that many times the 
issues converge straight up to either a) the unprofessionalism 
of the boss; or b) the organizational immaturity at large.

CEOs are no exception. In fact, often it’s the CEO desks that get 
banged the most as the converging business pressures make 
it difficult for them to maintain their self-control. So much so, 
that sometimes they forget that the frequency of their bangs is 
directly proportionate to their own inadequacies. Too much of 
the banging, and they won’t have a desk left to bang on!

Arun Nathani 
CEO and Managing Director

www.arunnathaniblog.com
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From the 
CEO’s 
Desk



An overwhelming presence of senior client 
executives showcased the deep-rooted 
relationships that Cybage has established 
with its clients over the years. Many client 
executives took cross-country flights for 
the event. While Cybage Inc. was fully 
represented by Gurvinder Singh, Uttiya 
Dasgupta, Chirag Bindal, and the team, 
Cybage India was represented by the 
executive management: Arun Nathani, 
Jagat Pal Singh, and Rajesh Kurup.

The highlights of the day were a keynote 
speech by Joe Healey, noted motivational 

speaker and also a valued customer of the 
company; two crisp panel discussions on 
outsourced relationships and emerging 
technologies impeccably moderated by 
Greg Wiggins and Michael Siftar, two 
of Cybage’s esteemed customers. Arun, 
in his inimitable style, captivated the 
audience with his presentation on ‘The 
Changing Landscape of Indian IT Industry,’ 
underlining Cybage’s unique thought 
leadership in the IT business world. 

The guests were then taken on a tour 
of the stadium, followed by an exciting 
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An opportunity to move out from an ‘across the desk’ 
environment and interact in a relaxed, not-business like setup 
helps to better understand the needs of customers. The Cybage 
Customer Day, organized on a grand scale in August 2012 at the 
legendary Yankees Stadium in New York, was one such endeavor 
where the Senior Management of the company and its customers 
connected on matters of common interest.

(L-R): Gurvinder and Arun with esteemed customers, Joe Healey and Jonathan Holloran

Panel discussion Our valued customers

I have a much better understanding 
of the Cybage culture, which now 

differentiates the company from other 
offshore vendors that I have used in 
the past.” 

Pamela Todd | GfK

Great partner–most customers feel 
the same as we do.” 

John Donnarumma | GroupM

Statistical accountability. Love the 
tie in to baseball and how one key 

metric can be the defining key success 
factor.” 

Dave Johnson | iCrossing

It is great to know that the Cybage 
leadership team is committed to 

building a great company.” 

Dan Chuparkoff | TMP Worldwide

“

“

“

“

Customer Speak

baseball game between the New 
York Yankees and Texas Rangers. The 
evening concluded with an elaborate 
dinner and a more robust bond with 
the customers.



Partnering with Cybage
I deal with a lot of international 
companies and I found Cybage to be a 
truly good international company with 
very good people. I find Cybagians 
extremely dedicated and smart. In fact  
I don’t see any difference when I 
compare Cybagians with any of the 
employees in North America.

Success mantra 
You need to have the ability to step out, 
look at the difficult times realistically, and 
not get lost in the moment. I think the 
key is to be pragmatic about it. Trying to 
succeed in any environment, one needs 
to have the ability to step out and look 
at the big picture. It’s all about winning 
the war and not the battle.

What family means to me
Family is the most important thing in 
one’s life. For me personally, it comes 
first. Everything else revolves around it. 
Nothing really matters but your family in 
the long run.

The importance of philanthropy
After family, the most important aspect 
in one’s life is that if you do not give, you 
will not receive. This is the basis of our 
Indian culture.

My thoughts on...
Importance of corporate networking 
The most important thing in my career is 
building the right relationships.  It has to 
be an honest two-way relationship that 
one has to deliver on.

Handling work pressure effectively  
It’s about planning, having the big 
picture perspective, and the ability to  
be pragmatic. 

Everlasting memories at Cybage
It was my last visit to Pune when we 
had the town hall meeting followed 
by the party, which I quite enjoyed. It 
was interactive and I found everybody 
extremely hospitable.

Another one I recall was my motorcycle 
ride with Deepak on his Harley. He tried 
to show me how fast he could go!

Vineet Gupta, Executive Vice President and CIO, Fairmont Raffles Hotels International, born in India and 
migrated to Canada for his university studies. He is spiritual and a firm believer in Indian values. He visits 
India every year to take blessings from his guru that helps him rejuvenate, regroup his thoughts, and 
find a deeper meaning to life. In conversation with Cybage Times, Vineet shares a few insights about his 
association with Cybage, family, and philanthropy.
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Perfect  
Partners!

Vineet’s professional profile:
Vineet joined Fairmont Hotels & 
Resorts that manages Fairmont, 
Raffles, Swissotel, and Delta group 
of hotels worldwide, in the year 
1999. Prior to Fairmont, Vineet 
worked with Spar Aerospace Ltd. and 
Bombardier Inc. He is a graduate 
of the MBA program from the 
University of Western Ontario, a 
Masters of Engineering degree from 
Concordia University and a Bachelor 
of Engineering degree from McGill 
University.

“It’s all about winning 
the war and not the 
battle.”



“My role models are the people  
I work with.” 
Now that is Debasis with his simple 
answer to the question “Who’s your role 
model?” Debasis prefers learning from 
the people he works with; both seniors 
and juniors, imbibing their best practices 
for success. Debasis found a true mentor 
and a guru in Kalyan Mitra, his senior 
in a previous organization he worked 
with. He shaped Debasis’s talent and 
crafted him into a person as we know him 
today. A very methodical and statistical 

person, Kalyan Mitra taught Debasis that 
understanding the needs of the customer 
is critical for developing a high quality 
solution. 

Having worked for Cybage for about 
10 years now, Debasis is also highly 
inspired by professionals from the field 
of analytics who as he puts it,“… come up 
with innovative, simple, and effective new 
techniques and ideas.” He points out that 
powerful analysis of ExcelShore® is the 
secret behind the company’s robustness 
as an IT service provider. 

His secret formula—“Be self-
motivated and conflict-free”
Debasis believes in motivating people 
by first understanding their interests and 
then aligning them with the company’s 
interests as the resources are real assets 
of a company. His team is always self-
motivated and conflict-free. "Work  
for the interest of resources so that 
they work for common interests of the 
company. Teamwork is a collaborative 
effort. There will be differences in 
opinions. As long as they don’t become 
disputes, we can have a healthy 
discussion and a team raring to go."

“I am not a strict manager but 
that doesn’t mean I don’t notice 
things.”
Debasis says, "As a boss, you should be 
easily approachable. Your subordinates 
should be at ease to discuss their 
problems and goof-ups with you." He 
strongly believes in his philosophy, 
"Mistakes make you smarter and help you 
mitigate risks and failures." You may find 
this amiable boss cooking for the team 
over the weekend or when he is onsite for 
a customer visit. 

Changing times and attitudes
Debasis feels inspired by the zeal, 
strength, and flexibility of the youth. 
But he also feels that they should have 
a sense of responsibility and give their 
best output to their organization. For 
Debasis, friendship is "real" and  beyond 
the realms of "virtual." He prefers meeting 
friends in person than only on social 
networking sites. 

Debasis Ray has had a long 
journey with the organization, 
and people he manages 
consider him a dynamic leader. 
Let us explore his personality 
and understand Debasis in 
his roles as an individual, 
a husband, a father, a 
professional, and a colleague.

Rendezvous with 
Debasis Ray
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A voracious reader
Books are treasure troves of knowledge 
and Debasis loves to read—be it 
management, fiction, or philosophy. 
Lately, he has been reading works of 
many Indian authors such as Amish 
Tripathi and Siddharth Sanghvi. To keep 
himself updated with the current affairs, 
he makes it a point to read Economic 
Times every day. 

The personal side
Debasis is very fond of his grandfather 
who was a doctor by profession. ‘Dadu’ 
as he lovingly called his grandfather, was 
also an acclaimed astrologer. Debasis 
marvels at his dadu’s ability to stay 
connected with family and friends as 
these relations were heart-felt. 

Debasis is blessed with a loving family. 
Wife Sushmita, daughter Rishika, and son 
Soham complete his family. He is more 
of a friend to Rishika and Soham than a 
father. His wife is a Mathematics teacher 
and he acknowledges that she is the 
reason why his kids do well in this subject. 

“While she takes care of their education, 
I give them the much needed inspiration 
to do well,” he smiles. When asked what 
God’s biggest grace in his life is, Debasis’s 
humble reply is that he is very grateful 
to life for giving him a chance to afford a 
house for his parents as after his father’s 
retirement, they had to vacate their 
residential quarters and live in a rented 
house. 

"Weekends are for family”
He quips, “On weekends, I am at the 
beck and call of my family. Weekends are 
for family get-togethers, an adda with 
friends, or a movie outing." For the last 
20 years, Debasis has balanced well his 
family life with work by demarcating five 
days of the week for work and the two-
day weekend for family. 

If there was a rewind button to 
my life …
“Yes, of course! That would have been 
wonderful. But we do not have this option 
in our lives. So, the trick is to keep our 
eyes open and learn from mistakes.  

We need to keep learning and improving 
our performance every day, making it 
better than what it was yesterday. This is 
being done in Cybage all the time. And so 
the company has a tremendous ability to 
bring in great changes very quickly.” 
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My Favorites:

Colour – White

Gadget  –  Blackberry Bold

Book  – Mahabharata

Escapade – Jasper, Canada

Delicacy  –  Mutton Kasha  

  (a mutton dish prepared  

  as per Bengali cuisine)

Sport  –  Chess

Movie  –  3 Idiots

Brand – Samsung (for gadgets)

Debasis with son Soham, wife Sushmita and daughter Rishika 



Achievements & Accolades
Cybage felicitated 
at Thought Leaders 
Awards Summit  
Cybage has been honored 
with The Most Admired Talent 
Attraction and Management 
Practices Award at the recent 
Thought Leaders Awards Summit 
held in Mumbai under the 
umbrella of World Education 
Congress. This award is an 
appreciation of the organization’s 
innovative HR practices driven 
by its ExcelShore model of 
operational excellence.

Global Services features Cybage as Top 100 Provider 
Cybage has been featured as a 2012 Global Services Top 100 Provider. The company 
also received recognition in two sub-categories; namely Leaders – Mid-Tier Product 
Development and Specialty ADM Vendors. The GS100 analytical model is based on four key 
criteria: performance and leadership, quality and maturity of customers, breadth of services 
offered, and spread of global delivery capabilities.

Zinnov recognizes Cybage as Leaders among top Global 
R&D Service Providers 
Cybage attained ‘Leadership’ recognition in the Global R&D Service Providers Ratings 
(GSPR) by Zinnov in two of its niche and established verticals, namely, Consumer Software 
and Independent Software Vendors (ISVs).  

The GSPR is an annual study undertaken by Zinnov Management Consulting, a leading 
globalization advisory firm, to assist business leaders in spearheading global engineering 
initiatives and to enable them to make the right decisions in partner selection across 
geographies. Zinnov’s ratings model is based on the parameters such as Specialization, 
Scale, R&D Practice maturity, Innovation and IP, and Eco-system linkages.

Cybage honored at Asia’s Best Employer Brand Awards 
Deepak Nathani was conferred with HR Leadership Award at the 3rd Asia’s Best Employer 
Brand Awards held in Singapore. 

Cybage also won multiple awards under Best Employer Brand category for its innovative HR 
practices. These are—Award for Excellence in HR through Technology, Award for Innovation 
in Recruitment, Award for Talent Management, and Award for Excellence in Training.

Further, Mr. Amit Gajwani, SVP-Business Development, was presented with the Young 
Achiever of the Year award. This award was a part of CMO Asia Awards for Excellence in 
Branding and Marketing, which were also presented in the same ceremony.

SEI-CMMI Level 5 
Ver. 1.3 for Cybage 
Cybage achieved The SEI-
CMMI-DEV Level 5 Ver. 1.3, 
the latest offering from 
Software Engineering Institute 
(SEI), Pittsburgh, USA, the 
parent body of CMMI. Cybage 
was successfully appraised 
at CMMI-DEV Ver. 1.3 Level 
5 for its Development and 
Sustained Engineering 
processes and projects at its 
Pune Development Centre. 
Cybage joins only a handful 
of global companies that 
are appraised at this level.  
It also illustrates Cybage’s 
strong focus to strengthen 
its core execution processes, 
as the company believes 
that the drivers of its growth 
have roots in the process 
sophistication of its delivery 
methodologies.
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Deepak and Arun Nathani
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’Conducive work environment, better growth opportunities, brand security, and impressive infrastructure 
are some of the drivers for a job switch. But was it the correct move? CybageTimes talks to three laterals 
who recently joined Cybage and finds out what impresses them about the company, whether they are 
happy with their decision, and why?

Before I applied for a job opening 
in Cybage, I had heard about its 
outstanding growth in the recent years 
as a global IT service provider. I looked 
forward to work with a well-established 
company like Cybage. Earlier I was 
working with a US-based company in 
New Jersey when I decided to relocate 
back to India permanently. Not many 
Indian companies were keen on hiring 

talents from abroad due to the global 
economic crisis. However, Cybage did 
not have such reservations. I am a happy 
Cybagian now and I am glad to be home. 
The company’s diversified expertise 
across industries and service portfolios 
catering to a variety of domains across 
the shore is impressive.     

Suneet Divshikar | QA Manager - Pune 

Cybage offers ample of opportunities for professional 
growth. Well-defined and transparent company 
processes reassured me that I was making a correct 
decision. After joining here, I was glad to find 
myself in a very comfortable but professional work 
environment. The company maintains an awesome 
balance between work and fun activities. I find that 
there are opportunities for growth at all designations. 
Cybage executes a wide range of projects and has 
footprints across geographies that have given me 
a chance to gain extensive domain and technical 
knowledge. Apart from the professional reasons, I am 
also close to my hometown now. 

Disha Patel | System Analyst - Gandhinagar 

Cybage –
the place to be

I had heard about Cybage from a 
friend many years ago and joined 
here last February after a sabbatical 
upon my return to India. My first 
impression of the organization 
was that it has a personal touch 
to things and has a friendly 
environment. I was told that Cybage 
is a process-oriented company. I 
never anticipated that this would be 
true to the core. There are many big 
players in IT who talk about process 
adherence but do not follow them 
in reality. I was pleasantly surprised 
to find that Cybage is different. 
CMMi processes are closely 
followed here. Such diligence helps 
provide cost-effective, accurate, and 
timely delivery of high quality work 
to clients.

Ganesh Kabadi | Sr. Manager, 

Documentation - Pune 
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TechieByte 1.0 was a month-long technical fest with a medley of technical knowledge sharing sessions 
and competitions. Though innumerable events are conducted at Cybage round the year, this was the 
first large-scale in-house technical event. The various seminars conducted by experienced technology 
experts and evangelists made TechieByte 1.0 a huge success. 

The motto of TechieByte 1.0 was to 
promote Technology, Innovation, and 
Creative Thinking—the most important 
assets for a company. 

TechieByte consisted of three major 
events. Each event had a distinct flavor. 
There was something interesting for 
everyone. Posters and banners were 
displayed in the campus to rouse the 
attention of the employees. The punch 
lines inciting employees to “show their 
geekiest side…” were flashed on the 
event-posters. 

This unique technology event became  
an instant hit with employees and 
witnessed overwhelming participation 
from various departments such as 
Engineering, Quality, DBA, and Tech 
Support, among others. 

The following events were conducted as 
part of TechieByte:  

• TechXpert (Technical Competitions)

• Technowledge (Technical Seminars)

• Mind Bogglers (Online Technical Quiz)

TechXpert 
This event consisted of the following 
competitions: 

Hackster
In this competition, participants had 
to find out security vulnerabilities in 
a website. They had to demonstrate 
different ways in which a website could 
be hacked. The motive was to promote 
awareness of best security practices in 
website design. This event was a big hit 
with QAs and Web Designers. 

SQL Challenge
It was an open event where a database 
query had to be written for a given 
scenario. The query could be written for 
any database server (such as MSSQL, 
MySQL, and Oracle). The participants 
were evaluated on the basis of accuracy, 
speed, and optimization of query. SQL 
Challenge received excellent response 
from DBA professionals. 

Technowledge
Technowledge was organized to induce 
creative ideas in the minds of Cybagians 
to find different and a wider range of 
utilities for a product. For example, an 
otherwise single purpose code can be 
used to fetch multiple results. Interesting 
seminars such as An Amateur Radio, 

Vikas Verma, VP - Emerging Technologies Raghava Reddy, Technical Evangelist
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Test Driven Development, Functional 
Programming, and Augmented Reality 
were conducted.

Augmented Reality
Augmented Reality enables users to 
digitally enhance their interaction 
with the world as per their needs. The 
elements in this world are augmented 
with the use of digitally generated 
sensory inputs such as sound, video, 
graphics, or GPS data. This topic 
generated unprecedented interest 
across Cybagians. Employees flooded 
this seminar where Vikas Verma, Vice 
President, Emerging Technologies, 
explained to them how Augmented 
Reality is no longer a distant dream. 

Test Driven Development
This development process relies on 
repetition of short development cycles. 
During the seminar, Raghava Reddy, 
Technical Evangelist, emphasized on  
the importance of Test-Driven 
Development in Software  
Development Life Cycle (SDLC). 

Functional Programming
This programming paradigm  
emphasizes on the application of 
functions instead of change of state. 
Amit Mulay, Technical Evangelist (LAMP) 
and an in-house expert on the subject, 
gave in-depth information on Functional 
Programming.

An Amateur Radio
It is wireless communication through 
designated radio frequency spectrum. 
It is used for communication during 
emergencies and natural calamities.  
The session conducted by Srinivasa Reddy 
Marri, Technical Evnagelist, highlighted  
the way radio communication could  
be used in day-to-day life to make it 
more interesting and useful to  
common people. 

Mind Bogglers
An online technical quiz was conducted 
for all Cybagians via Cybage MIS. The 
endeavor was to reach out to the  
shy-geniuses.

Hackster – N Ramanarayana

SQL Challenge – Hemang Jayswal

Mind Bogglers – Kshitij Dhalgaonkar

Hackster – Manoj Singh

SQL Challenge – Deepak Ghule

Mind Bogglers – Harish Nambiar

Winners: 

Runners-up:

The champions
Each of the winners earned themselves a swanky Apple iPad and each runner-up was presented with a smart Apple iPod Touch.

Amit Mulay, Technical Evangelist (LAMP) Srinivasa Reddy Marri, Technical Evangelist
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Steeped in royal heritage, amid verdant 
lawns home to exotic species of birds, the 
Taj Rambagh Palace at Jaipur made for 
a perfect venue for the Cybage Annual 
Leadership Summit 2012. What better 
place to reaffirm that you are king of your 
domain?

The 2-day event provided an excellent 
networking platform for about 170 
managers who attended. The underlying 
themes were organization alignment, 
leadership building, and understanding 
organization strategies.

Filled with motivational and inspiring 
sessions, the first day of the summit 
started with a welcome speech by Deepak 
Nathani. That was followed by a session 
on customer engagement by guest 
speaker Dr. Devdutt Pattanaik. Devdutt 
is a leadership consultant, author and 
mythologist, who spoke on ‘Leadership 
and Management lessons from the 
Ramayana and the Mahabharata’. He 
enthralled the audience with his wisdom 
and philosophy by drawing parallels 
between Indian mythology and everyday 
business in the corporate world.

The next day was eventful with 
management sessions, group acts,  
prizes and recognition, pleasantries, 
and finally, a grand party. Arun’s 
4-hour presentation on ‘The Changing 
Landscape of IT Industry’ was both 
impactful and insightful. He spoke at 
length about the Cybage expertise in 
doing business in its own unique way. 
He mapped the successful journey of the 
company with the storyline in the recent 
movie ‘Moneyball’. The parallels that he 
drew kept the audience engrossed the 
entire time.

It was then time for ‘Instant Samba’, a 
well-orchestrated musical team activity 
that underscored the objective of 
organization alignment and focused on 
the basics of team building. Managers 
were grouped into teams and played 
different musical instruments in perfect 
synchrony.

The summit concluded with a grand party 
when everyone jumped on to the dance 
floor to groove to foot-tapping music.

'Instant Samba' session in full swing

Cybage Leadership 
Summit 2012

The annual Cybage Leadership Summit 
2012 was a successful exercise in 
alignment at Cybage globally.



Cybage has an academic partnership with prestigious 
institute, Birla Institute of Technology, Pilani (BITS, 
Pilani) for conducting MS Program at the company 
campus. For this, BITS has specially designed a 
curriculum based on the contemporary IT domains such 
as Operating System (OS), Database Administration 
(DBA), Quality Engineering, and Internet technologies. 

Recently, the first batch of 21 Cybagians successfully 
completed MS in Software Engineering. Convocation 
2012 BITS Batch-I was indeed the consummation of 
the hard work put in by these dedicated students. 
The convocation ceremony was organized in Cybage 
campus where the company management recognized 
the achievement of these employees. 

Dr. B. V. Prasad, Professor and coordinator, Birla Institute 
of Technology & Science, and A. Vijayalakshmi (BITS 
Coordinator) were specially invited for the grand 
ceremony. Deepak Nathani, Amit Gajwani, and Elston 
Pimenta represented Cybage Senior Management. 

Birth of  
Technocrats

Age and professional commitments are no constraints 
for knowledge seekers. All it takes is the enthusiasm to 
learn; the rest automatically fits into our busy work life.  
And, choosing the right professional course can set 
you sailing on the high seas of success. 
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The BITS MS program has made me 
more confident in my technical 

abilities. It also helps me to do a thorough 
technical analysis that is indispensable for 
problem resolution.” 

Harish Nambiar | Sr. System Analyst

“

I am grateful to Cybage and BITS for 
fulfilling my and my dad's wish of pursuing 

higher studies by providing this work- 
integrated MS program. This is more than 
a degree; this is an experience to cherish 
throughout our lives.”

Neetu Alexander | Software Engineer 

“

True nobility is not about being better 
than anyone else, it’s about being 

better than you used to be and that is 
what I gained when I completed MS 
from BITS.”

Tanmaya Thopate  |  
Technical Support Engineer 

“

I am thankful to Cybage for this 
opportunity, and I recommend 

employees of Cybage to pursue the 
MS program that can help both their 
professional career and personal growth.”  

Sumanta Raut  | Technical Architect 

“

During this MS program, I realized the 
difference between education before 

Job and education on the job. It definitely 
adds value to continue learning alongside 
working on real projects.”

Sampurna Atmaramani  | System Analyst

“

I learnt a lot throughout the 2 years of my 
MS, especially during the dissertation. 

The subjects included were very relevant. 
Moreover, it was fun to get back into the 
college mood.”

Girija Dhole  | QA Engineer 

“

Convocation 2012 BITS Batch-I

What BITS Batch-I say...
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Collage making competition on the occasion of Mother’s Day, GNR

“The best part of the collage making 
competition was the theme - Mother’s Day. 

We organized our paper crafts, sorted our ideas, 
and made the event memorable.”

Hemal Patel | Documentation Analyst – GNR

IPL Match, Pune

“Winning the IPL ticket in Cybage and 
watching the live match at Subrata Roy 

Sahara Stadium (Pune) was a thrilling experience.” 

Mugdha Kelkar | Software Engineer – Pune

Corporate Athletic Club (CAC) Inter-IT Volleyball Tournament 
mens’ winners' team, Pune

“I would give complete credit to my team 
mates. Without their co-operation and 

regular practice, we wouldn’t have been able to 
bag the trophy for Cybage.”

Pradeep Dhiman | Sr. Software Engineer – Pune

appenings 
24x7H

“The hand-painting competition was held to 
celebrate Holi and Women’s Day. This was 

a fun-filled event and the first of its kind.”

Madhuri Mutyala |  Sr. Software Engineer – HYD

Hand painting on the occasion of Holi & Women’s Day, HYD
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“If you can react the same way to winning 
and losing, that's a big accomplishment.” 

Hiren Bhatt | Technical Architect – Pune

Inter-IT Lawn Tennis winners' team, Pune

“Participating in the flea market was a great 
change from our routine schedule. It was 

even more special as ours was the only counter 
where the entire team was involved.” 

Karuna Mirani | Recruitment Executive – Pune

Flea market, Pune

“At Cybage, each festival is celebrated with 
a special touch, and we celebrated Gudi 

Padwa by hoisting a Gudi in our cubicle.”

Prachi Kulkarni | Software Engineer – Pune

Gudi Padwa celebration, Pune

“I had a fantastic experience while learning 
Ballroom dance. All thanks to the support 

from our great trainers Elston and Maria Pimenta 
and my wonderful partner!”

Anooj Jangid  | Finance Executive – Pune

Ballroom dance workshop, Pune
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“It turned out to be a special evening for the 
employees and their kids. It was fun for the 

parents and other employees to watch the kids 
painting, singing rhymes, and dancing.” 

Anupama Machavolu |  
Sr. Instructional Designer – HYD

Bring your child to work, HYD

“After having given up on sports for years, 
I got a chance to play again for Cybage. 

The cherry on the icing was when we won the 
volleyball trophy.”

Shunila Kapur | Sr. Manager –Tech Support – Pune

Corporate Athletic Club (CAC) Inter-IT Volleyball Tournament  
womens’ winners' team, Pune

“It’s been a privilege to represent Cybage in 
the Inter-IT tournaments. Go Corporate Futsal  

Championship (CFC).”

Manas Singh Rawat | Sr. Software Engineer – Pune

Football team with the runners–up trophy at the Corporate 
Futsal Championship (Inter-IT Tournament), Pune

appenings 
24x7H

Mocktail competition, GNR

“Cybagians are always full of remarkable 
ideas, and I am proud to be one of them!” 

Irfana Kadri | Software Engineer – GNR
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United we stand! GNR

Independence Day Celebration

Patriotism at its best! HYDColors of Independence, Pune

“Thanks to Cybage for organizing the Yoga 
workshop and letting me take my first 

step toward healthier living.”

Almas Kanjiyani | Associate Project Manager – 
Pune 

Yoga workshop, Pune

Pool tournament, GNR

“I have never played any pool tournament in 
my life, and all thanks to Cybage for giving 

this opportunity.“

Sohilkumar Pancholi | Software Engineer – GNR
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Mélange 2012 was a grand and well-
organized event packed with powerhouse 
dance performances, foot-tapping live 
band, and ‘seriously hilarious’ skits—all 
in-house! But, a lot of rehearsing went 
into making this evening memorable. 

Rehearsals followed rehearsals—during 
lunch breaks and late evenings—last 
minute changes were being incorporated, 
and arrangements were still being 
finalized when the evening arrived. The 
evening started looking promising in the 

open-air ambience. Comperes skilfully 
built up the anticipation of what was to 
come next.

Among the main attractions of Mélange 
2012 was the skit titled Modern 
Ramayana. It gave a hilarious and a 
modern twist to the events in  
Ramayana. Backbenchers—yet another 
highly creative retro-skit—took the 
audience back in time to the noisy 
classroom. The skit had the audience 
rolling in laughter. 

The audience danced to some evergreen 
Bollywood melodies played by the 
Live Band comprising Documentation 
team members. An exhilarating but 
straight-faced dance performance by the 
"organizing committee" came last. The 
best talent in each category was awarded 
a Mélange 2012 memento. And then, the 
team proceeded toward the dining area 
and the dance hall!

Mélange 
2012

The documentation team at Cybage had an unusual 
get-together. Unusual because all members had 
taken upon themselves the onus of enlivening the 
evening with the best talent up their sleeve. It was 
rightly called Mélange 2012. 
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Cybagian’s Speak
Jyoti Kumar started his career in Linux system administration and later switched to a QA Engineer 
in Networking. He joined Cybage on June 5, 2006, as a QA Engineer and rose to the position of 
QA Technical Architect. He attributes his success to meticulous planning and his fascination for new 
technologies. Hear more from him…

How would you describe your 
Cybage QA journey so far?
The organization has played a pivotal 
role in my professional success. 
It provided me with innumerable 
opportunities and freedom to 
express my ideas and apply them 
to find appropriate solutions to 

problems faced by clients. Cybage also provides you with 
many opportunities to work on new technologies, and I am 
fortunate to be here.  

Your philosophy in life
I am an early riser. I reach work early, plan for the day ahead, 
and try and complete all the tasks within the working hours.  
I lead a healthy and disciplined life. 

Any specific or memorable moment in Cybage 
which is engraved in your mind?
Participation in the Grow and Glow 2008 program has left  
an indelible impression on my mind. The sessions helped  
me introspect, know myself better, and recognize my  
inner strengths. 

Management Meet 2011 in Goa was another memorable 
experience. 

How is Cybage QA different from QA in the 
industry? What is the organization doing for the 
improvement of QA here?
We follow processes and practices that directly or indirectly 
push quality higher and higher. 

• We have an Engineering Department into which Quality 
is holistically integrated. This translates into matured 
engineering practices and benefits teams as well as  
our clients. 

• We are also gaining excellence in Cloud and many other 
new technologies. 

• Architects are aligned to the projects from the kick-
off stage itself. This helps in charting a sound project 
roadmap.

• Involvement of QA in SDLC addresses many development 
challenges still in their initial stages. This helps us 
overcome major security concerns that arise because of 
new technologies.

Rapid Fire Questions
Sun sign
Sagittarius

I like
Spending time with my friends and family 

I dislike
Heavy traffic and people violating traffic rules 

Favourite dish 
Khichdi, Litti, Khaja, from native state Bihar

I cook well
Lentils, rice, and spinach with cottage cheese 

Interest
Watching cricket and Formula 1 Grand Prix

Alternate Profession
Teaching

Mantra in life
Preachings of Saint Kabir

Jyoti Kumar (first in row) with his team mates



Khushboo ideology 
“Give a man a fish; you feed him for a day. Teach him how to 
fish; you feed him for life.” Education is the most effective means 
to make people an asset to society. The seeds of education 
bear fruits that our future generations can benefit from. So we 
decided to focus on providing financial help to economically 
backward but promising students to fulfil their educational 
aspirations. We wanted to start an NGO that would be self-
sustained and ensure that projects undertaken were continuous 
and scalable. 

We realized this dream in 2009 with Khushboo Charitable 
Trust. Like CybageAsha, Khushboo is also self-funded and has a 
shareholding in Cybage. Apart from both of us, the additional 
board of trustees include Deepak Nathani and Geeta Lalwani 
(who looks after Khushboo’s initiatives in Gujarat). 

Khushboo scholarship program 
Thanks to school education schemes run by the Central and 
State governments in India, education up to class X is accessible 
and affordable. But beyond this point, education is expensive 
and often financial constraints deprive deserving students 

from pursuing higher education and eventually harness better 
employment opportunities.

The main activity of the Khushboo Charitable Trust is to grant 
scholarships to students who want to pursue engineering and 
medical degrees. Khushboo gives scholarships to meritorious 
students who have secured admission in government 
institutions. The trust pays 80 percent of the course fees to 
the institution and the benefitting student pays the rest of the 
fees. This practice ensures that the family feels ownership and 
responsibility towards the child and the course being pursued.

Scholarship selection criteria
Application to Khushboo scholarship program is online. 
We personally check the background of the candidate after 
an extensive interview, and then select candidates for the 
scholarship.

There are only two eligibility criteria for this scholarship. Firstly, 
the student must score 60 percent marks in class XII. This is to 
ensure that we are funding students with a minimum IQ and 
merit. Secondly, the family income of the student should not 
exceed INR 2.5 lakh per annum.

The beneficiaries do not have to sign any bond with Cybage 
and are not bound by any clause of repayment. The only 
terms and conditions we set are that they have to pass all the 
course exams. This is our way of motivating recipients of the 
scholarship to work hard and focus on their studies to complete 
their professional courses with flying colors.

Khushboo Charitable Trust believes in the power 
of education for which it offers financial support to 
underprivileged children. Ritu and Arun Nathani 
talk to CybageTimes about Khushboo, its ideology, 
and the inspiration behind this educational 
initiative.

2009 -2010 Khushboo starts giving scholarships.

2010 -2011 Khushboo extends post-matric scholarships to  
 65 deserving children. 

2011–2012 Khushboo grants scholarships to 50 students  
 for pursuing courses in engineering and  
 medical disciplines.

 Scholarship granted to 15 students for  
 pursuing BBA and BCA courses. 

 Khushboo scholarship benefits reach the 
 200-students milestone.

 Khushboo commences operations in   
 Gandhinagar, Gujarat.

2012 – 2013  Khushboo plans to extend scholarships to  
 300 students.

Khushboo milestones

CSR Arms of 
Cybage

Khushboo Charitable Trust and CybageAsha work 
tirelessly for the betterment of society. Both are initiatives 
of Cybage that are personally guided by the senior 
management to fulfil the organization’s responsibility 
towards society. Here is an insight into the two 
philanthropic initiatives of Cybage.

Khushboo Charitable Trust
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CybageAsha inaugurated a zilla parishad school 
at Rajewadi village, near Pune as part of its rural 
development program. CybageAsha actively 
supported the construction of this school in 
partnership with the Rajewadi village Gram 
Panchayat to improve the educational infrastructure 
of the village. During the school inauguration 
program, CybageAsha distributed school kits to 
more than 40 students residing here.

CybageAsha adopted Hartali village under its Rural 
Development program. The cleanliness drive was 
part of the series of such drives that have been 
conducted here to promote hygiene and develop 
it as a habit among the villagers. Street plays were 
organized and posters were put up to convey the 
benefits of cleanliness to the villagers. 

CybageAsha

De-addiction OPD inauguration and 
awareness program at Laxminagar, Pune 

CybageAsha Hyderabad visits blind school 

CybageAsha Gandhinagar visits Mother 
Teresa Destitute Home for donation drive

CybageAsha inaugurated a de-addiction OPD center in Laxminagar.  
The center will provide free-of-cost services to the local residents 
here. Already many people have registered for the OPD services, and 
CybageAsha will work with Youth mandals and community-based 
organizations from Laxminagar to spread awareness about de-
addiction. This will help it to reach out to more people. 

CybageAsha donated talking watches, five-fold cane sticks, and 
water purifiers at the Government Home for Blind, Nalanagar, near 
Mehdipatnam. Sixty visually challenged people were present on this 
occasion. They expressed their lives in songs that they sung there 
Some of them knew how to read, write, and surf the Internet. 

CybageAsha donated various daily-use articles at the Mother Teresa 
Destitute Home. About 210 people, in the age group of 10 to 80 years, 
are provided food and shelter here.

 

CybageAsha has successfully made a positive difference to the lives of the underprivileged by address-
ing prominent issues that affect them. Here are some activities undertaken by CybageAsha to empower 
the less fortunate and bring a happy smile on their faces.

CybageAsha cleanliness drive at 
Hartali village, Dist. Satara 

Inauguration of Zilla Parishad 
school at Rajewadi, Dist. Satara
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Kanha National Park is home to rich and 
diverse wild life such as Tigers, Swamp 
Deer, Spotted Deer, Sambhar, Wild Dogs, 
Fox, Jackals, Hyenas, Civets, Langur, and 
Honey Badger. It is a popular jungle safari 
destination; so to beat the rush we, a 
group of 10 family members, made our 
bookings well in advance. 

We traveled by train from Pune to Bhilai, 
the industrial hub of Madhya Pradesh, 
which is also my home town. I enjoyed 

some quality time with my parents who 
stay there before proceeding to Kanha 
National Park with the group. 

We chose an early morning safari. 
Going by the prevalent rules, we were 
accompanied inside the national park by 
the jungle staff in their vehicle. Prior to 
this, we were briefed about the possible 
situations that may await us during the 
two-hour jungle trip. The guide also 
explained to us the ‘code of conduct’ 
when we spot an animal. We saw a few 
wild birds and peacocks and this was 
enough to charge up our urban-bred 
souls. So, was that all? Or did we get a 
chance to meet the king of the jungle? 

We were in luck and soon we saw the 
tiger pugmarks. But where was the 
majestic Tiger whose footsteps we were 
following? We waited with bated breath 
and suddenly even our heartbeats 
were audible. In a few minutes, we saw 
the biggest and the most regal cat 
of the jungle.  The authoritative gait, 
impressive roar, and a royal ignore left us 

spellbound. We exchanged notes about 
our experience and checked the pictures 
that we had fervently clicked. 

There were many other experiences that 
made our trip action-packed. After tiger 
trail, we were savoring the evening from 
the comfortable verandah of our jungle 
resort, when there was a power failure. 
Nature can sometimes play pranks on 
you too. We all ran inside the room and 
huddled together suddenly conscious of 
the surrounding dense forest that was 
full of nocturnal animals. The cries of the 
fox scared us as we had no idea whether 
they were too close to our resort. There 
were gentle knocks on the door. All of us 
were tongue-tied. Just then, power supply 
was restored and my brother entered 
the brightly-lit room. We all had a hearty 
laugh at this funny incident by the 
campfire. These moments will be carved 
in our memories forever.

Wonderful 
Wandering

Nature’s beauty is eternal, unfathomable, and enigmatic! Archana Pingle, Delivery Manager, prefers to 
banish the hustle bustle of busy city life for a date with Nature to venerate the serene beauty, tread on 
the uneven terrains in the lush-green jungle, and soak-in the musical notes of birds’ chirping. She shares 
with CybageTimes, her Nature trail to Kanha National Park.

Sambhar

Archana (second from the right) with family

Spotted Deer

The majestic Tiger

Kanha guest house
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Adventure Unlimited

An odyssey to the past
The trekkers visited Narayangad, a 
small hill fort near Narayangaon in 
the neighboring Khodad village. The 
night stay at Narayangad hilltop was 
followed by a trip to Ojhar, a small 
beautiful town situated on the banks of 
river Kukadi. Ojhar is well known for its 
Vigneshwara Ashtavinayak temple. The 
Amba, Ambika, and Ambalika caves in 
the vicinity date back to Satavahana and 
Kshatrapa periods. The chiseled strokes 
have breathed life into the lifeless rocks. 
The visitors were in complete awe of the 
beauty surrounding them. 

A complete package
Cybage trekkers began their journey 
that took them through picturesque 
routes of Satara. They reached their first 
destination, the Thosegar Waterfalls.

Thosegar Waterfalls is a series of 
waterfalls. The one that offers a 
breathtaking sight falls from a height of 
500 meters. The hike ahead wanders into 
a beautiful valley filled with the chirping 
of birds and the song of the waterfall. 
Thosegar and its neighborhood are 
dotted with wind turbine farms. 

CybageTimes brings to you two unique escapades from our own Trek Unlimited that involves overnight 
trek, boating, hiking, walking through a dense forest, and witnessing the wonders of nature and man-
made marvels all at once.

Trekking at Narayangad Wind turbines near Thosegar

Boating at Vasota

The next stop was at Sajjangad, which 
is the final resting place of Sant Ramdas 
Swami. This pilgrimage boasts of a 
pristine and mountainous landscape with 
a beautiful lake on one side and another 
famous Ajinkyatara fort on the other side. 
After a long and a satisfying rest here, the 
team continued with the expedition and 
geared up for the real adventure, Vasota. 

Vasota, an awe-inspiring trudge, greets 
you with great sights: Mesmerizing Shiv 
Sagar Lake, Koyna backwaters, Koyna 
reserve forest, Vasota fort, formidable 
cliffs, and Nageshwar caves. This 
experience started with a beautiful 
evening on the banks of Shivsagar Lake 

and a night stay in a school in Bamnoli 
village. Our trekkers sailed through 
the lake in two small boats towards 
Koyna forest reserve. The only way of 
reaching the fort on the other side of the 
mountain was through a dense forest and 
attempting a daunting hiking expedition 
through the edge of the cliff between 
Vasota and Nageshwar. 

Before dusk, trekkers decided to descend 
along an almost dry river. They were 
lucky to catch the last boat, thanks to the 
efforts of experienced trekkers, and then 
followed their journey back to Bamnoli 
through Lake Shivsagar marking the end 
of a magical experience. 
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The joy of learning is the purest available to us. Book Worm is 
an initiation into the world of books. Being a part of Book Worm 
is an easy way to broaden your intellectual horizon. If your 
dilemma leaves you with questions like “What’s the latest in the 
world of books?” “Where do I begin?” “Which book compliments 
my taste?” Book Worm club has the answers. To be a part of 
Book Worm, email: bookworm_corecommittee@cybage.com

There is a lot more than academics and career that makes 
a well-rounded personality. To bring out the innate talents 
of Cybagians, the organization has introduced several 
hobby clubs to develop and keep their talents alive. 
Featured below are two clubs of interest.

Hobby  
Clubs

Book Worm

Biker's Club in Cybage celebrates the thrills of biking by 
organizing amazing road trips for bikers from Cybage. The 
club has quite a few adventure bikers in its fold. If you are 
a rider, who is ever ready to hit the tarmac, lead the pack 
to new destinations, and follow traffic rules then the Biker's 
Club at Cybage welcomes you with open arms. To be a part 
of Biker’s Club, email: BikersClubCommittee@cybage.com

Biker’s Club

Wellness @ Work 
Light Exercises
Physical exercise is the key to good health. Make up for paucity 
of time by following these golden rules at work:  

• Stand up every half hour and walk around a bit to ensure 
continuous blood circulation in the body.

• Do simple exercises while sitting to feel active.

 • Stretch your arms, legs, neck, and torso.

 • Roll your shoulders forward around for 8-10 times  
 and then backward.

 • Roll your wrist and ankles regularly, around every  
 hour or so.

• Use the stairs instead of an elevator for moving up and down 
in the office campus. If your workstation is above the fifth 
floor, then take an elevator but use stairs to go down.

• Make a habit of drinking plenty of water throughout the day.

Typically, IT professionals are glued to their machines for at 
least 8-9 hours for work. It becomes all the more important 
for them to sit correct. Follow these tips for the correct 
posture while sitting:.

• Adopt a neutral 90-90-
90 posture (back-thigh, 
knee, and elbow).

• Adjust the top of 
the computer monitor 
screen to your eye-level 
and keep the monitor 
at approximately 18-20 
inches from your eyes.

• Practice rule 20-20-20 to relax your eyes. Take a short 
visual break every 20 minutes to look at something 20 
feet away for 20 seconds.

Right Posture
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In the words of William Wordsworth, “Poetry is the spontaneous overflow 
of powerful feelings.” Feelings have myriad hues such as love, anger, praise, 
satisfaction, melancholy, or joy. To share them, Cybagians weave in words 
as warp and weft to provide some fine expressions. 

Poet’s  
Heaven

Vw_
_I_br gdoam H r EH  [H aU Vw_,

AY_w§Xr Am±Im| go Pm§H Vr H monbm| H mo,

H aVr Amem[ÝdV CZHo  ^[dî` Ho  n«[V,

hm¡bo go Ny H a CZH r Am±Im| H mo, ha amoO&

g§Omo`o gnZmo| H r Cå_rX Vw_,

Vwåho| [Ogo nwH mam Wm _¢Zo Cg H moZo go

hdm ha amoO Ohm± Hw N H h OmVr Wr&

amV Ho  grZo no em§V gdoam AYyam hmoJm,

Vwåhmar bm[b_m Ho  [~Zm

Am¡a ~mXbm| Ho  nrNo H r AmhQ ^r gwZmB© Z XoJr&

Vmo bmo Iwbo h¢ _oao hmW

JwXJwXmAmo _wPo, Am¡a ~agmo _oar MoVZm na

VmH r _¢ H h gH±y [H ,

_¢ h±y ...&

Animesh Anand | Software Engineer - Pune

Reverence 
On a serene, tranquil picturesque green, 
CT towers rising high, more than a dream, 
Opulent carpets of lawn on either side, 
Each morning Cybagians enter with pride.

Glistening hues of fountain between, 
Canteen with Friday movies on big screen, 
Table tennis, pool, volleyball for recreation, 
The place to nurture dreams and ambition.

CybageAsha working to adorn a smile, 
For the ones whose life has walked a lesser mile, 
ExcelShore for operational excellence, 
Reigning high has proved persistence. 

Evening at the annual bash was sizzling, 
To the tune of Kolavari Di they made it dazzling. 
Global awards to accolade is a pleasure, 
Each Cybagian has this experience to treasure! 

Sanyojita Wadiyar | Software Engineer - Pune 

nmD g
Ambm ~o^mZ hm dmam Mmhyb nmdgmMr KoD Zr

YaVr hr gwImdbr emb bmOoMr AmoTyZr

[dOoMr hr Vma Ambr V`mMm gm§Jmdm KoD Zr

CRm CRm YaUr _mVo amOo `oVmhoV _mJwZr

nŒo`[gÀ`m AmoTrZo déUamO hm YmdV Ambm

gagmdbr _J hr Yam Ë`mbm AmqbJZ XoÊ`m

[dahmZo égboë`m Yaobm AmUbr ^oQ [haì`m MmoirMr

[Xbr ^éZ Am|Oi [Vbm amOmZo Jma Qnmoè`m _moË`m§Mr

YaoZo [e§nSbm ñdmJVm gwJ§Yr Agm gSm AÎmamMm

gm_mdbm H UmHUmV n[anyU© J§Y `m nmdgmMm

[_RrV nmdgmÀ`m Jobr Yam a§JyZ

ñdma hmoD Z garda Ambr ~Km ~héZ

Shweta Deo | Sr. Software Engineer - Pune
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The FEMME Week began with a welcome reception of women 
employees with roses and chocolates at the company entrance. 
It was a happy surprise for them! It didn’t end there…. 

Wealth 
Management 
session
“If a person is proud of his 
wealth, he should not be 
praised until it is known how 
he employs it.” Socrates

Taking cognizance of the wise 
saying, a Wealth Management 
session was held during the 
Femme Week. The session 
talked about smarter ways of 
becoming wealthy. Women 
employees found this to 
be a great initiative to help 
them manage their finances 
effectively.

“Beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder.” 
But, makeup is a natural avocation for 
women.  In the event “Enrich Yourself”, 
our ladies felt pampered at the hands of 
beauticians from renowned salons.  
The beauty they radiated after the session 
enlivened the eyes of the beholder! Women 
were given tips on hair styling, makeup, and 
skin care. Some 300 ladies took part in this 
beautifying experience.

“Shop till you drop.” An in-campus 
shopping extravaganza for women 
employees was also organized. Female 
employees had an ostentatious display 
of apparels, household items, and useful 
consumables to choose from. For our ladies, 
the memories of the FEMME Week just 
refuse to fade.

“All good chefs in the world today are men.” You must have 
surely heard this repeated a lot of times. Not that women care! 
But, to see the truth of it, men were put to task at the Mr. Chef 
event. While men dished out their preparations, the women 
connoisseurs bit into mouthwatering sandwiches, herbs-tossed 
salads, and other delicacies. Some innovative chefs had theme 
garnishes and fancy dish names such as “Fisherman’s Catch” and 
“Out-of-the-box Ice Cream Filling”.  

Women employees at Cybage had a blockbuster week. 
“FEMME” it was called. On this occasion, women didn’t 
just feel special about themselves but were steeped 
in the joy of celebration. A slew of events were lined 
up to add to the fervor of the celebration. Here’s the 
lowdown of the amazing week...

“FEMME”  
Week at Cybage                    

Women’s Day at Cybage Mr. Chef

Enrich yourself Exhibition
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Cybage TT Clash 2012

Appreciation!  Appreciation!!

Cybage organized its first ever Inter-IT Table Tennis 
tournament. Cybage Sports Committee played an exceptional 
role in organizing the event and made sure that it turns out 
to be a successful mega event. The competitive weekends 
were dramatic and full of high-adrenaline action. Twenty 

participants from various IT organizations took part in this event. 
All participants displayed a fired-up attitude with the spirit of 
upholding the name of their organizations. Players screaming with 
joy, sighing in anguish, and pumping fists in the air were common 
sights from the sports arena.

Thoughts about the tournament
“The team event was excellent as it offered equal 
opportunities for teams.”  
Amit Gaonkar | Infosys Pune

“Overall a memorable experience…. I would love to 
come here again.”  
Omkar Gote | Congnizant Pune

“Playing conditions were excellent!!! It was a very well-
managed tournament.”  
The Wipro Team 

Our organization understands 
the value of expressing 
affectionate regard for 
people who make even 
a slight difference to our 
lives. To weave the culture 
of appreciation into its 
corporate fabric, Appreciation 
Week was celebrated at 
Cybage. Every Cybagian was 
encouraged to say Thank 
You to fellow colleagues. To 
express individual thoughts 
and feelings, a medium is 
needed. So, Thank You cards 

were distributed amongst the 
employees where they could 
write words of appreciation 
for their chosen ones. This 
activity drew Cybagians in large 
numbers and their admiration 
found expression. “Thank you 
for bringing in great enthusiasm 
in the team”, “Thanks for 
guiding me through the tricky 
project work”, “Thank you for 
staying late and helping me 
out”, “Thanks for the belly full of 
laughs; you made my day”, and 
the whole thing went viral. 

“Sport is an important 
activity in our busy lives. It 
helps bring out a different 
personality within us.” 
Thrill!!!  Excitement!!! And 
the spirit to win!!!  Well… 
Cybage Inter-IT TT clash 
had it all. 

Does appreciation ever grab your attention? Yes it does!!! It is a small token of regard for someone’s effort and 
commitment. It motivates employees to further excel in their work.

Winners who made Cybage proud

Women's Doubles : Richa Saxena and Preeti Tekale  

Mixed Doubles : Shashank Kulkarni and Richa Saxena

Richa Preeti Shashank
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